
Pass Microsoft AZ-104 Exam Quickly With
CertificationsBuzz
Microsoft certification plays an important role to open many doors of opportunities in your career.
More than 90% of HR managers use Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 Dumps certification
as screening or hiring criteria during the recruitment process. They give preference to hiring a
certified Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 Exam Questions candidate rather than a fresh
graduate. So either you are a beginner or an experienced professional you must enrol in the AZ-104
Certification Exam Dumps and try your best to pass the AZ-104 Certification Exam Questions. In this
way, you can easily accelerate your career and stand out from the crowd in the highly competitive
market. However, it is not as simple as it is described. To pass the Microsoft Azure Administrator
Exam AZ-104 Certification Exam Dumps you have to prepare well with the help of valid, updated,
real AZ-104 Dumps. Do you have a plan to pass the Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 Exam
Questions? Are you ready to take action? Today is the best time to take control of your career and
choose the best AZ-104 Exam Dumps preparation platform like CertificationsBuzz. At this platform,
you will find everything that you need to learn, prepare and pass the challenging AZ-104 Exam
Questions in the first attempt.

Top Features Of CertificationsBuzz Microsoft AZ-104 Exam
Dumps
CertificationsBuzz is committed to offering the best way that not only aces your Microsoft Azure
Administrator Exam AZ-104 Exam Dumps preparation but also enables you to pass the final Azure
Administrator Associate AZ-104 Exam Questions even on the first attempt. CertificationsBuzz has
been offering its services for many years. The thousands of candidates have passed their dream
AZ-104 Certification Exam Dumps quickly. They all used the AZ-104 Exam Practice Questions and
got success in Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 Exam Dumps with flying colours. You may
be the next successful candidate for the Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 Certification
Exam Questions. As far as AZ-104 Exam Dumps are concerned, these real questions are designed by
experienced and certified professionals. They strive their best to maintain the best quality of AZ-104
Exam  Practice  Questions  all  the  time.  So  you  rest  assured  that  with  Microsoft  Azure
Administrator Exam AZ-104 Exam Dumps you will pass the final Azure Administrator Associate
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AZ-104 Exam Questions easily. AZ-104 Exam Dumps are categorized into three easy to use and
compatible formats. These formats are Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 Dumps PDF file,
AZ-104 Desktop Practice Test Software and AZ-104 Web-Based Practice Exam. All these formats
come with some unique and common features. Let’s talk one by one about the top features of
Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 Exam Questions formats.

Visit For More
Information: https://www.certificationsbuzz.com/az-104-microsoft-azure-administrator-exam.html

CertificationsBuzz Microsoft AZ-104 Desktop Practice Test Software:

Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 Desktop Practice Test Software is a mock Microsoft Azure
Administrator  Exam  AZ-104  Exam  Practice  Questions  that  are  designed  to  provide  real-
time Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 Exam Dumps experience. AZ-104 Desktop
Practice Test Software is user friendly and compatible software.  You do ‘not need any special
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software  or  driver  to  install  AZ-104 Desktop  Practice  Test  Software.  Just  download  and start
your Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 Exam Practice Questions preparation.
CertificationsBuzz Microsoft AZ-104 Web-based Practice Test Software:

Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 Web-Based Practice Test Software is a browser-based
application that is compatible with all latest browsers such as Safari, Opera, Chrome and Firefox etc.
To run this application you just need to download Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 Web-
Based Practice Exam Software and then put a link into any popular browser and start your AZ-104
Practice Test preparation. Now with Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 Web-Based
Practice  Test  Software,  you  can  start  your  AZ-104  Practice  Exam  preparation  anytime  and
anywhere. and pass your dream Microsoft Certification Exam easily.

CertificationsBuzz Microsoft AZ-104 Dumps In PDF Format:

Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 PDF Practice Questions are the most wanted product of
CertificationsBuzz. In this PDF file all valid, updated and real Microsoft Azure Administrator
Exam AZ-104 Exam Dumps are included. The CertificationsBuzz AZ-104 PDF Dumps are the
real questions that will be repeated in the final AZ-104 Exam Questions. You just need to download it
after payment and start your Azure Administrator Associate AZ-104 Exam Dumps preparation. To
run the Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 PDF Questions file you do not need any special
software  or  driver.  Just  get  the   AZ-104 PDF Dumps and start  your  AZ-104 Exam Questions
preparation journey instantly. Today is the right time to take action and control your career. To do
this just enrol in the Microsoft Azure Administrator Exam AZ-104 Exam Dumps and download Azure
Administrator Associate AZ-104 Exam Practice Questions and start your preparation. Best luck.
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Question No. 1

You have an Azure subscription that contains a virtual machine named VM1. VM1 hosts a line-of-
business application that is available 24 hours a day. VM1 has one network interface and one
managed disk. VM1 uses the D4s v3 size.

You plan to make the following changes to VM1:

Change the size to D8s v3.

Add a 500-GB managed disk.

Add the Puppet Agent extension.

Attach an additional network interface.

Which change will cause downtime for VM1?

A. Add a 500-GB managed disk.
B. Attach an additional network interface.
C. Add the Puppet Agent extension.
D. Change the size to D8s v3.

Answer: D

Question No. 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might
have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.

You have an Azure subscription that contains the virtual machines shown in the following table.

You deploy a load balancer that has the following configurations:

Name: LB1

Type: Internal

SKU: Standard

Virtual network: VNET1

You need to ensure that you can add VM1 and VM2 to the backend pool of LB1.

Solution: You create two Standard public IP addresses and associate a Standard SKU public IP



address to the network interface of each virtual machine.

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

Question No. 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might
have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.

You have an app named App1 that is installed on two Azure virtual machines named VM1 and VM2.
Connections to App1 are managed by using an Azure Load Balancer.

The effective network security configurations for VM2 are shown in the following exhibit.

You discover that connections to App1 from 131.107.100.50 over TCP port 443 fail.

You verify that the Load Balancer rules are configured correctly.

You need to ensure that connections to App1 can be established successfully from 131.107.100.50
over TCP port 443.

Solution: You delete the BlockAllOther443 inbound security rule.

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B



Question No. 4

You have an Azure subscription. You need to transfer 34TB of data from an on-premise Windows
2016 server to your Azure storage account. You need to ensure that the data transfer has zero
impact on the network, preserves your existing drives and is the fastest and most secure method.
What should be your first step?

A. Start an Import Job via the Azure Portal
B. Order an Azure Databox via the Azure Portal
C. Open a ticket with Microsoft Support
D. Prepare your hard drives using the WAImportExport tool The Microsoft Azure Data Box
cloud solution lets you send terabytes of data into and out of Azure in a quick, inexpensive, and
reliable way. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databox/data-box-overview

Answer: B

Question No. 5

You manage a virtual network named VNet1 that is hosted in the West US region. Two virtual
machines named VM1 and VM2, both running Windows Server, are on VNet1. You need to monitor
traffic between VM1 and VM2 for a period of five hours.

As a solution, you propose to create a connection monitor in Azure Network Watcher. Does this
solution meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No The connection monitor capability in Azure Network Watcher monitors communication
at a regular interval and informs you of reachability, latency, and network topology changes
between the VM and the endpoint.

Answer: A
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